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Full-Featured Distribution Software
At a Price You Can Afford

For small to medium-sized wholesale distributors, 
SR2Food offers the best of both worlds: the most 
intuitive distribution features at the lowest cost. That’s 
why distributors, wholesalers, and traders/brokers turn to 
us. Call 866.245.6216 today to see SR2Food in 
action during a live online interactive demonstration.

While we strive to keep your solution costs low, we don’t take shortcuts to providing 
the essential distribution software features your business requires. 

SR2Food features:

•   Order History Guides for Rapid Order Entry
•   Free Flowing Catch Weight Entry
•   Rapid Intelligence Search
•   Multiple Levels of Pricing
•   Truck Routing Integration
•   Inventory Control
•   Intergrated Email Capability
 

Experience the true impact of SR2Food. 
Call us today to request a live interactive online demo! 

866.245.6216

Why Choose SR2Food? 

SR2Software brings over 35 years of software development experience and a 
passionate commitment to the food industry. Our team has invested countless hours 
and resources to understanding the day-to-day processes, functions, and operations 
that keep the food distribution industry ticking.  

Backed by our IBM partnership, we can supply the IBM servers you need to drive your 
SR2Food product – and your business.
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Core System Benefits

At the best price, with many Core Features, we are able to provide a 
system that keeps-up with your daily demands.

SR2Food helps you:
•   Reduce the time it takes to enter, pick, and ship an order
•   Reduce the time it takes to determine items and quantities you need to fill orders                      
    or replenish inventory 
•   Increase productivity in all areas of your operation
•   Achieve total traceability
•   Improve Customer Service
•   Gain cost-effective regulatory compliance
•   Eliminate costly personnel errors
•   Seamlessly intergrate to QuickBooks for accounting purposes 

Along with the Core System, SR2Food offers modular extensions that will  
enable you to attain additional capabilities for your distribution operation.

•  Lot Control  The flexibility of SR2Food covers tracking inventory from  
    lot source or lot destination, for one or multiple warehouses.
•  Barcoding  With SR2Food’s barcoding module, you no longer have to endure  
    costly and time-consuming manual recording errors for shipping and receiving.
•  B2B e-Commerce  The SR2Food B2B e-Commerce brings web-based ordering,   
    tracking and monitoring capabilities to your customers via the web. 
•  Manufacturing  For food manufacturers, the manufacturing module supplies     
    ERP functionality without the costly bells and whistles.
•  Accounting Integration  SR2Food features a seamless connection to  
    QuickBooks® –the leading accounting software solution on the market. 

Extensive & Customizable Solutions
At a Price You Can Afford


